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Abstract

Narrative medicine workshops are typically conducted in person and provide medical professionals and students with reflective spaces. During the COVID-19 pandemic, in-person workshops at one university were cancelled and moved online following social distancing measures. Narrative medicine workshop facilitators were challenged to transfer workshops online, while still encouraging creative reflection as the pandemic impacted participants’ professional and personal lives. One workshop for pre-medical students at the university moved online to Zoom, the standard platform for all university courses. The workshop length was shortened and the curriculum re-focused on creative texts and personal wellbeing. Participants responded positively to Zoom workshops although fewer individuals participated overall. Most participants were able to successfully use the platform although there were difficulties regarding WiFi and connection. Despite challenges, these workshops function in virtual spaces and provide an important opportunity for programs to integrate virtual sessions for wellness and reflection during a time of pandemic.
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Introduction

Traditional narrative medicine workshops, typically conducted in person, provide medical professionals and students with reflective spaces (Charon, 2001) (Milota et al., 2019). Due to social distancing in the wake of COVID-19, workshops led by facilitators from Columbia University’s Narrative Medicine master’s program were cancelled or moved online. Narrative medicine workshops, led by trained facilitators, follow a standard structure: participants read a text to spark discussion around personal wellbeing or ethical questions in medicine, then participate in a writing exercise and share their responses (Winkel, 2016). With COVID-19, facilitators were challenged to transfer workshops online, while encouraging creative reflection as the pandemic impacted participants’ professional and personal lives.
As a case study, we explore a series of six 90 minute workshops for pre-medical students at one elite university who applied for and committed to attend the series. Social distancing measures took effect three weeks into the series.

**Virtual Workshops: Changes and Challenges**

Following university closure, narrative medicine workshops moved online to Zoom, the standard platform for all university courses. The workshop was led by two facilitators (YI and PL) who used institutional Zoom accounts. With the transition online, there were three main changes that were implemented to respond to COVID-19: 1) the series attendance requirement was waived, 2) the last two workshops were changed from 90 to 60 minutes, and 3) the curriculum was re-organized to focus discussions on creative texts—poem, mixed-media essay, painting—and personal wellbeing, to lessen cognitive load and foster a supportive space.

Our primary concerns around virtual narrative medicine workshops were participant interest, attention, participation, and maintaining a safe space. Online workshops could potentially impact participants' affective experience, as "it is in the contexts of embodied relation that significant differences between online and offline educational experience begin to appear" (Friesen, 2011). We saw that compared to in-person workshops, attendance fell by half while participant engagement varied. While participants had minimal difficulty using Zoom technology because it was standard across the university, holding workshops on Zoom also made it difficult for students to focus. We saw decreased participation during the first online session. To address this, facilitators shortened the workshop to 60 minutes, and saw both student attention and participation increase. Additionally, we encouraged students to turn on their video and physically raise their hands, as opposed to the virtual "hand raising" function, which increased student engagement.

We also found that emphasizing creative texts contributed to the safe "classroom" environment. In light of COVID-19, we hoped our workshops would provide either, or both, a place of respite from the pandemic, or a place to actively reflect on the pandemic. We discussed creative materials including Mary Oliver's poem "Wild Geese" and Edward Hopper's painting "Morning Sun," followed by personal writing responses. Students who shared their written responses received feedback from participants and facilitators, which increased overall engagement and helped build community, despite the mediation of a screen. Facilitators initially planned on using the breakout room function to encourage small group discussion on the creative materials, however, the decreased workshop size led facilitators to conduct the discussion following a creative material altogether. Had the class size exceeded eight, breakout room functions would have been used based on successful dyad discussions during in-person sessions.

**Conclusion**

While medical education involves many hours spent online, curriculums often lack spaces for personal reflection, writing, or discussion (Branch et al., 2001) (Karnieli-Miller et al., 2010) (Pedersen, 2010). With our virtual narrative medicine workshops, participants reported that they appreciated workshop continuity and enjoyed participating despite the online setting. Participants and facilitators occasionally experienced WiFi issues, although most were able to troubleshoot and return to the session. However, the drop in attendance may be partly attributable to students’ limited access to WiFi, electronic devices, and bandwidth.

While we experienced challenges with the initial movement online, we predict such workshops will continue to be positively received and provide constructive, accessible spaces for pre-medical and medical students and professionals during, and after, the pandemic. As Nellie Hermann, a narrative medicine scholar, writes: "Over the years in narrative medicine we have come to see more and more that our work is about reawakening the creativity
that lives in all of us. When we go into a room and lead others in an exercise of reading and writing, we are encouraging everyone in that room to be creative: to put down their rigidly held convictions and engage in an exercise where there is no "right" answer, to allow themselves to be swept into something different, something they may not be able to see the end result of" (Charon et al., 2016). Ultimately, we hope that virtual narrative medicine workshops during COVID-19 encourage participants and facilitators to reflect and process our present reality, while fostering spaces to nurture creativity to current and future caregivers.

**Take Home Messages**

- Continuation of narrative medicine workshops online is important in medical education.
- Waiving attendance and decreasing workshop duration are effective methods for online workshops.
- Focusing on creative materials encourages reflection on the present COVID-19 while maintaining a safe space.
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